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News and Notes 
from the Board

March Board News Summary 
Don Harp got a bid for the repair to the spillway for $12,000, 

which was half the cost for an engineering firm to review the repairs. 
David Martin is working on the financing options for the capital 

improvement plan.
The Board has voted unanimously to list the residential lots for 

$59,900 for six months and re-evaluate at that time if the lots have 
not been purchased.

Repairs to the water well were approved at $1,500.
Jimmy Adkins resigned from the Board as he has sold his home. A 

notice was sent out to homeowners to see if there was interest from 
anyone in filling this vacancy.

Movie night at the park has been very successful and continues 
to grow.

The Social Committee has welcomed new residents and have 
subscriptions for 126 flags throughout the neighborhood.

Community 
Announcements

Missing out on the GLE newsletter? Go to http://www.peelinc.
com/residentsNewsletterSubscriptions.php and sign up to have the 
newsletters sent directly to your mailbox. Prior versions of the newsletter 
may be found at the Peel website, as well as, on the GLE POA website.

GLE’s Property Management Company is IMC Property Management 
and our property manager is Tammy Perry. Tammy can be reached at 

tammyperry@imcmanagement.net or 936-756-0032.

GLE Getting Social
Two new Initiatives have been started this spring thanks to two 

amazing ladies that we would like to express our most sincere 
appreciation and gratitude! 
•	 Our 1st GLE Easter Egg Eggstravaganza was planned, 

coordinated, decorated, and a special trip from the Easter 
Bunny made possible by Holly Yen. Thank you so much Holly 
for all of the hard work and for making this a special event 
for the children of GLE; you did an Eggceptional job and we 
all appreciate you very much! 

•	 The GLE “Welcome Wagon” is led by the efforts of Morgan 
Borths and she is already making a difference, welcoming the 

(Continued on Page 2)
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Grand Lake EstatesIMPORTANT NUMBERS

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY ................................................................911
Fire ...................................................................................911
Ambulance .......................................................................911
Montgomery County Sheriff ........................... 936-760-5800

AREA HOSPITALS
Conroe Regional Medical ................................ 936-539-1111
Memorial Hermann-The Woodlands ............... 281-364-2300
St. Luke’s – The Woodlands ............................. 936-266-2000

SCHOOLS
Montgomery ISD ............................................ 936-276-2000
Lone Star Elementary ...................................... 936-276-4500
Montgomery Intermediate .............................. 936-276-4700
Montgomery Middle School ........................... 936-276-3700
Montgomery Junior High ............................... 936-276-3300
Montgomery High School ............................... 936-276-3000 

PUBLIC SERVICES
Montgomery Post Office ..............................1-800-275-8777
Driver’s License Info ........................................ 936-442-2810
Montgomery Central Appraisal ....................... 936-756-3354
Montgomery County Registration & Titling ... 936-539-7896

BOARD MEMBERS
Ryan Blair ....................................................... 903-574-3530
  ............................................................... ryan@glepoa.com
Thomas Clare .................................................. 281-460-7822 
  ...........................................................thomas@glepoa.com
Damon Scott ................................................... 281-989-5478
  ........................................................... damon@glepoa.com
Diane Melroe ............................................diane@glepoa.com
David Martin ............................................david@glepoa.com
Don Harp ...................................................don@glepoa.com
Jimmy Adkins ......................................... jimmy@glepoa.com

MANAGEMENT SERVICE
IMC Property Management  ........................... 936-756-0032
  ..................................... tammyperry@imcmanagement.net

GRAND LAKE ESTATES GOLF COURSE
Clubhouse ....................................................... 936-447-4653

NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc .......................................................... 888-687-6444
Article Submission................... grandlakeestates@peelinc.com
Advertising ...................................... advertising@peelinc.com
GLE POA Newsletter ........................ newsletter@glepoa.com

It is an ICE CREAM 
PARTY!

new residents of GLE once they move to the neighborhood. 
Morgan and her team provide new residents with helpful 
information as well as an apple pie from Pie in the Sky. We 
have welcomed 10 new families to GLE this year and are 
striving to create a place people are excited to call home. 
Thank you Morgan for creating the materials, working with 
Pie in the Sky, coordinating with the management company 
to be that warm, welcoming presence to the new residents of 
our community! 

WE are PATRIOTIC & PROUD and will be all RED, WHITE 
& BLUE at our Inaugural GLE Independence Day Celebration! 

Mark your calendars on July 4th we will have a day of fun for the 
residents of GLE. 

Begin planning your golf cart decorations for the PATRIOTIC & 
PROUD Golf Cart Parade!

We will have food/ice cream trucks trucks for a PATRIOTIC & 
PROUD Party in the Park. 

If you would like to be a part of the July 4th PATRIOTIC & 
PROUD Planning Party contact Ellen Edwards at grandlakesocial@
gmail.com.

(Continued from Cover)

Celebrate the end of the school year and enjoy 
some ice cream with your friends!

Friday, May 19th / 5:00 pm / at the Park
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BRIVICMEDIA AD 1703

BABY BOOM

At Houston MetHodist PriMAry CAre GrouP, our 
goal is for you to start feeling better — faster. We offer same-day 
appointments. schedule online today.
houstonmethodist.org/pcg/conroe or call 713.394.6638

Schedule  
today!

4015 Interstate 45 North 
Suite 100 
Conroe, TX 77304

Primary Care. 
Where you go makes a differenCe.

Kathleen Watson, Md
Family Medicine  

don J. sarmiento, do
Family Medicine   

Mary Katherine Henson, do
Family Medicine 

By Cheryl Conley, TWRC Wildlife Center

Spring is the time when animals are looking for secluded locations 
for giving birth and raising their babies. Sometimes these sites aren’t so 
“human-friendly” like attics, chimneys or in your garage. The BEST 
solution when this happens is to leave them alone until they move out 
but if you must move them, please use HUMANE methods to do so.

If possible, postpone your tree trimming until later in the season. 
Squirrels, birds and raccoons nest in trees and you could easily 
displace baby animals by cutting down limbs and trees. 

Here are a few tips to help save the babies this spring:
RE-NEST BABY BIRDS – If you’re like me, I was told growing up 

that one should never touch a baby bird because the mom will reject 
it. This is a myth. If you find a baby bird and it appears uninjured, 
place it back in the nest. If you can’t reach the nest, you can place 
the bird in a shallow basket or box and hang it as close to the nest as 
possible. In most cases, mom will continue to care for it. If the bird 
is injured or the mom isn’t feeding the baby, it’s time to intervene. 
Place the baby in a small, covered container and bring it as soon as 
possible to TWRC Wildlife Center. Do not attempt to feed it or 
give it water!

RACCOONS IN THE ATTIC – If you can’t wait until mom 

moves out on her own, you can “encourage” her to move by leaving 
lights on in the area all night. Place a radio in the area and play it 
loudly. It may take a couple of days but she will soon tire of the light 
and the noise and move her little ones. Then MAKE SURE you 
repair the opening where she got in.

One other helpful information about raccoons. During late spring 

(Continued on Page 6)
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Firecracker Rubbed Pork Loin

INGREDIENTS
•	 1 tbsp. fresh sage leaves, finely chopped
•	 2 tsp. garlic powder
•	 2 tsp. onion powder
•	 2 tsp. salt 
•	 2 tsp. ground black pepper
•	 2 tsp. dry mustard
•	 2 tsp. paprika
•	 1/2 tsp. ground red pepper
•	 1 (4 to 5 lb) boneless pork loin, not rolled or tied  
 
DIRECTIONS
1. Mix herbs and spices in small bowl; rub over all surfaces of 

pork. Wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate overnight (can be 
stored up to 2 days).

2.  Prepare grill with a banked medium-hot fire. Unwrap pork 
and place over indirect heat. Grill for 1 to 1-1/2 hours or until 
thermometer registers 150F to 155F. Remove from grill; let 
rest 10 minutes before slicing. 

 Serves 8 to 12

ELECTRICAL SERVICES
 SERVICING ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS

713.467.1125 or 281.897.0001
www.WiredES.com

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

• Panel Upgrades
• Home Inspections
• TV Install/Mounting
• Troubleshooting
• Remodeling
• Landscaping Lighting
• Home Generators

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
LICENSED & INSURED

24-7 SERVICE

Take $25.00 Off Your 
Next Service Call

TECL 22809 Master 100394

BASHANS PAINTING  
& HOME REPAIR

• Interior & Exterior Painting • Wallpaper Removal 
• HardiPlank Replacement • Wood Replacement   
• Sheetrock Repair • Interior Carpentry
• Cabinet Painting • Wallpaper Removal &
• Pressure Washing      Texture 
• Fence Repair/Replacement • Garage Floor Epoxy
• Custom Staining • Roofing

   • Gutter Repair & Replacement            • Faux Painting 
   • Crown Molding

NO MONEY UP FRONT

281-347-6702
 281-731-3383 cell

Commercial/Residential
 ~ FREE ESTIMATES ~

20 Years Experience • References Available

                  BashansPainting@earthlink.net

            u  Fully INSuREd 
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My Friend,
Throughout all of history there have been very few true symbols 

of freedom in the world. You, my friend, have been one of the most 
well-known symbols of that freedom.

There are hundreds of nations in the world, each with its own 
flag. Of the billions of people in the world, very few can identify 
more than a half dozen of the world’s national flags. However, nearly 
everyone in this world today can recognize you, you red, white and 
blue flashing as a true beacon of freedom. Your spirit waves for all 
men of this world who would be free. You may be ours in America, 
but in a larger sense you belong to the world, because you are the 
symbol for everyone in the world who yearns to be free.

I remember when I was a child, two of the most exciting days of 
the year were Memorial Day and the Fourth of July. When these 
holidays rolled around you were always there waving proudly from 
the hones, the flagstaffs along Main Street, the businesses, and nearly 
every building in town. You were also there waving proudly from 
the graves of all the veterans buried at the cemetery. Hundreds of 
small flags fluttering in the breeze. I was so proud to be a part of the 
country that you represented. We could always look forward to a 
parade and seeing you pass over and over again during that parade. 
Nearly everyone carried a flag when they marched in those days. Why 
have we changed so much? It’s hard to even find a parade anymore.

When the parade ended on Memorial Day, (in those days it was 
called Decoration Day), it was always at the local cemetery. We had 
the privilege of being part of a memorial service every year for those 
men and women who had fallen to allow you to continue to fly.

I can still see you flying gracefully over the graves of those men and 
women. I can still see the rows of neat white stones commemorating 
their final resting places, and I can still see the tears of the old folks 
who were remembering the loved ones who rested so peacefully under 
your waving colors. You moved so gracefully in the breeze at half mast.

You flew there to place your own final blessing on those fallen 
ones, and yet, no one who was ever there at the services, and not a 
single person buried in that hallowed ground would have changed 
what had happened. They were all proud to have done their part to 
keep you flying from that flagstaff even though it meant they could 
die and be buried beneath that same flagstaff.

I remember how proudly I stood when they played the national 
anthem and then raised you to the top of the staff at noon. It was 
always a thrill to see you catch the breeze and stretch yourself out 
and flutter free and alive.

You seemed to have a message to all who were watching that if they 
did their art to keep you flying, that you would continue to be the 
inspiration to men everywhere that freedom was still here and that 
you would always represent that freedom. Where have those parades 
and wonderful memorial services gone? How can I teach my children 
what I felt as a young boy when I say you flying so proudly? I don’t 

know the answers, but I promise you that I am going to find them.
I have seen you when you waved so proudly and stood so tall. 

I have also seen you when you have been treated with contempt. 
I have seen you burned and you were still proud when the flames 
consumed you. Some of that pride was burned into me when you 
were in flames that day. I have seen you trampled underfoot into the 
dust by those who cannot appreciate or understand their freedom 
to do that very thing.

Yet, you have risen from that dust to fly again and preserve that 
freedom that allowed them to mistreat you. I have seen you sewn 
on the seat of a pair of dirty jeans, and even then, there was pride 
in those red, white and blue colors. It is not easy to maintain your 
pride when there are those who treat you badly, but you have always 
done so and have been an example to all of us that have tried to serve 
you. You are so rich in your heritage.

I can remember you flying to welcome home the men from Viet 
Nam. There are those who said you did not fly so proudly then, but 
I didn’t see it that way. You were still there for those who cared. I 
can remember seeing you flying to welcome home the Prisoners of 
War, the Hostages, and on so many other important occasions. I 
have seen you flying in glory to welcome me and my family home 
when we have returned from serving overseas. I want you to know 
that at those times I was not able to hold back my emotions and 
neither were many others. Some of us are very proud of you and 
what you stand for.

You have flown so proudly for many years and yet you seem to 
be so tireless in continuing to be a beacon for men everywhere. I 
am worried though, for so many of us who have lived under your 
protection have begun to take you for granted. We have begun to 
treat you badly and this generation is not the same as those past. 

What have we done? How can I and others like me make these 
wonderful young people understand what you are trying to tell them? 
How can we instill in them some of the love for you that we have? 
What’s that? Oh, you want me to be an example?? You want me to 
be there when you pass by and stand tall and proud?? You want me 
to tell anyone who will listen what I have told you today?? What 
will people think of me??

You’re right, I guess. That’s a small price to pay for all of those 
memories I’ve been talking about. It’s not too much for you to ask 
compared to those lines of graves beneath you. I don’t care what they 
think of me and my old-fashioned feelings.

I’m proud of those feelings. I want these your men and women 
to know how I feel. If they laugh, so be it. You have endured much 
worse than that and I can certainly do this small thing. You are a 
symbol of all that freedom means to me and I will do all I can to 
keep you flying. Thanks again, my friend ….

A. Ross Cunningham

Thanks to Diane Melroe for the submission
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Teenage Job Seekers 

    Baby     Pet    House    Yard
Name Age Sit Sit Sit Work Phone
Alexa^ ............................. 17 ......... • ......... • ........ • ............ 713-231-6553
Blaise # ............................ 13 .......................................... • .. 936-447-6496
Ema ................................ 15 ......... • ......... • ........ • ............ 414-759-4305
Lydia^ ............................. 18 ..................... • ....................... 936-447-6496
Madelyn .......................... 15 ......... • ................................... 713-703-4091
Paris*+ ............................. 16 ......... • ......... • ....................... 936-499-7677                     
Sadie^ ............................. 19 ......... • ......... • ........ • ............ 281-961-2571
Grace............................... 15 ......... • ......... • ........ • ............ 936-446-0762
Natalie* ........................... 13 ......... • ......... • ....... ... . . . . . . . . .936-524-9670             
Lydia J.*+ ........................ 13 ......... • ......... • ....................... 337-344-2484                      
      *-CPR Training +-First Aid Training  #Fence Cleaning   ̂ -own Transportation

Attention Teenagers 
The Teenage Job Seekers listing service is offered free of charge to all Grand Lake 
Estate teenagers seeking work. Submit your name and information to newsletter@

glepoa.com by the 9th of the month!

Classified Ads
Business classifieds (offering a service or product line for profit) are 
$50, limit 40 words, please Peel, Inc. Sales Office at 512-263-9181 or 
advertising@PEELinc.com.

At no time will any source be allowed to use the Grand Lake Estates Newsletter 

contents, or loan said contents, to others in any way, shape or form, nor in any media, 

website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of solicitation, 

commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other self amplification, 

under penalty of law without written or expressed permission from the Grand Lake 

Estates Homeowners Association and Peel Inc. The information in the Grand Lake 

Estates Newsletter  is exclusively for the private use of Grand Lake Estates residents only. 

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their 

authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. Peel, 

Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted by 

others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content with 

this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising content 

are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be 

taken up with the advertiser.

* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or failure 

to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such advertising.

* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher 

assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, 

except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of 

misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.

* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 

consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other 

liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, 

except as limited to liabilities stated above.

and summer, you may see raccoons out during the day. Raccoons are 
nocturnal EXCEPT if they are nursing moms. It is not uncommon 
for females to be out during daylight hours looking for food. It does 
NOT mean she has rabies.

FAWNS – It’s normal for a doe to “park” her fawn and leave it 
there for hours while she goes off to eat. The fawns instinctively 
know that they must stay there until she returns and unless she has 
been injured, she WILL return. Since fawns are odorless, predators 
are unable to pick up their scent. When the fawn is about a month 
old, it will begin traveling with mom but in the meantime, please 
LEAVE IT ALONE! 

BABY RABBITS - If the babies are not injured and the nest is 
intact, leave them alone. Just like a mama doe, rabbits only visit 
their young two to three times a day. Here’s a good test if you think 
the babies really have been orphaned. Use sticks or yard and make 
an “X” over the nest. If, after 12 hours, the “X” is still in place, the 
bunnies are probably orphans and you need to bring them to TWRC 
for care. Do not attempt to feed them or give them water!

If you have questions about wildlife, please call TWRC Wildlife 
Center at 713-468-TWRC. They are available to answer your 
questions and give you guidance on living in harmony with our 
furry and feathered friends.

(Continued from Page 3)
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Mosquito Repellents

As mosquito season is ramping up, everyone is (hopefully) aware 
of possible disease transmission by mosquitoes. It is important that 
you protect yourself when spending time outside. 

Activity times for mosquitoes can vary. Most people are familiar 
with the four D’s- DRAIN (standing water), DEET (wear some 
repellent), DUSK & DAWN (stay indoors during dusk and dawn 
to avoid peak populations) and DRESS (wear long sleeves and long 
pants). While this is still good advice, it may be a good idea to spread 
the dress and repellent advice for anytime you spend time outdoors.

When outside, wear long pants and a long sleeved shirt in light 
colors to reduce the number of mosquitoes that can reach your skin. 
Repellent should only be applied to clothing and exposed skin. 
Do not apply repellent underneath clothing! If you want to apply 
repellent to your face, spray your hands with repellent and rub it 
onto your face. Do not spray repellent directly into your face or near 
eyes or mouth. Make sure to apply repellent outdoors. Do not allow 
children to handle repellents. Wash hands before eating, smoking 
or using the restroom.

The Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends using a 
product registered with the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) 
containing one of the following active ingredients: DEET, picaridin, 
IR3535 and some of the products containing oil of lemon eucalyptus.

DEET, also known N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide or N,N-
diemethylbenzamide, was developed by the U.S. Army in 1946 
to protect soldiers in insect-infested areas. Pesticides containing 
DEET have been used by the general public since 1957. Products 
containing DEET should not be used on children younger than 2 
months of age (read the label and check with your pediatrician if 
you have questions). DEET has a slight odor and may have a greasy 
feel to some people. It may damage plastic, rubber, vinyl or synthetic 
fabrics. DEET may be irritating to the eyes and skin for some people. 
DEET comes in a wide variety of concentrations, so choose the one 
that will work best for your situation. 

Picaridin was first made in the 1980’s and resembles a natural 
compound called piperine (which is found in plants used to produce 
black pepper). Picardin has been used in Europe and Australia for 
many years, but has only been in the U.S. since 2005. Picaridin is 
non-greasy and is odorless.

IR-3535, or 3-[N-Butyl-N- acetyl]-aminopropionic acid, ethyl 
ester, was developed in the mid- 1970’s and became registered for 
use in the U.S. in 1999. It is registered as a biopesticide by the EPA 
because it is functionally identical to a naturally occurring substance 
(an amino-acid). It may dissolve or damage plastics and may be 
irritating to the eyes.

Oil of lemon eucalyptus (OLE) or PMD (para-menthane-3,8-diol) 
are essentially the same thing; PMD is the synthesized (lab created) 
version of oil of lemon eucalyptus. “Pure” or “essential” oil of lemon 
eucalyptus is not labeled as a repellent and has not undergone testing 
and should not be used as a repellent product. OLE/PMD has been 
on the market in the U.S. since 2002. OLE/PMD should not be 
used on children younger than 3 years of age. The natural product 
(OLE) has known allergens within it while the synthetic version 
(PMD) has less of a risk to allergens. This product is classified as 
a biopesticide. OLE/PMD has a varying range of residual, some 
offering about 20 minutes of protection while other products may 
last up to two hours.

Many factors play into how long a repellent will last for a person. 
Some of these are:
•	 The	concentration	(or	percent	of	active	ingredient)	of	the	

product. You can find the percentage on the product label.
•	 Person’s	 attractiveness.	 Some	people	 are	more	 attractive	

to mosquitoes than others (and no scientific research has proven 
that it is because of eating garlic, taking vitamin B, using tobacco 
products, etc.). A person’s genetic code plays a large part on what 
makes a person so attractive to mosquitoes.
•	 Frequency	and	uniformity	of	application.	In	other	words,	

how often is the repellent applied and how good of coverage did 
you get?
•	 Activity	level	of	the	person.	The	more	active	the	person	is,	

the more sweat they produce which can cause the repellent to wash 
off the surface of the skin.

As a word of caution, there are products that combine sunscreen 
and insect repellent. The CDC recommends that if you need 
sunscreen and repellent, that you choose two separate products. 
Sunscreen should be applied more often than repellents.

For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie 
Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at 
512.854.9600. Check out my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com

The information given herein is for educational purposes only. 
Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with 
the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no 
endorsement by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas 
A&M AgriLife Research is implied.

The Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service provides equal access 
in its programs, activities, education and employment, without 
regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, 
genetic information, veteran status, sexual orientation or gender 
identity.
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